
What is under the leaves? I will dig and see!

There is a toad under the leaves.

There are spiders under the leaves.

There is a worm under the leaves.

Wait. This is not a worm. It’s my shoelace!

What is under a log? I will roll and see!

There is a worm under this log.

There is a beetle under this log.

There is a button under this log.  

Wait. This is not a button. It’s a snail!

What is under a rock? I will lift and see!

There is a seed under this rock.

There are ants under this rock.

 

There are legs under this rock. 

Legs?

Wait!  This is not a rock. It’s a turtle!  
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5) Write the plurals of the given nouns.

3) Where is the worm found?

4) Did the rock have legs?

2) What does the snail look like?

1) Which of these is not found under the leaves?

a)   toads

c)   worms

d)  shoelace

b)   spiders

worms

rock

turtle

spider

-

-

-
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5) Write the plurals of the given nouns.

3) Where is the worm found?

The worm is found under the log.

4) Did the rock have legs?

No, the turtle looked like a rock.

2) What does the snail look like?

The snail looks like a button.

1) Which of these is not found under the leaves?

a)   toads

c)   worms

d)  shoelace

b)   spiders

worms

rocks

turtles

rock

turtle

spider

-

-

- spiders
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worms

leaf

worm
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